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I. Executive Summary 

Circles RVA is an affiliate of Circles USA, a national organization dedicated to empowering people 
to move out of poverty. 

After many months of thoughtful research, planning and effort on the part of a dedicated group 
of community volunteers, Circles RVA launched its first class of Circle Leaders in 2018.  Plans are 
underway to launch a second cohort in the Spring of 2019. 

Circles focuses on Circle Leaders, folks who wish to move to financial stability.  And they are the 
leaders – Circle Leaders set their goals to achieve economic stability.  Leaders go through 
orientation and training and come out with an actionable plan.  Circle Leaders are then united 
with Circle Allies who provide cheerleading and social networks as the Leaders implement their 
plan.  Allies also receive training on how to best support the Leaders. 

At the heart of Circles is community and relationships.  The community gathers weekly and builds 
relationships over a meal. Leaders and Allies then move into the program part of the evening 
while the children participate in age appropriate curriculum. 

In November, Leaders graduated from the 12-week orientation where they developed their plan 
for financial stability. One after the other, the Leaders shared their “vision boards” and expressed 
their hope and determination. The Leaders face formidable obstacles. Yet they were filled with 
gratitude, especially to Circles, for providing exactly what they needed - community, training and 
Allies. Over the next 18 months, the Leaders will work their plans with the support and 
encouragement of their Allies. The process is transformative, relationship-based, and it works.  

Circles RVA happens because of courageous Leaders who are willing to take a chance for 
something better, dedicated Allies who commit to be there for their Leaders, and many others 
who make meals, provide hospitality and care for children.  Circles RVA also happens because of 
generous donations of time, talent and treasure.   

This is an exciting time!  Circles RVA has been launched and is moving forward.  You, too, can join 
Circles to bring about desperately needed change to our beloved greater Richmond community. 
Please visit our website www.circlesrva.org to learn more about how it all works, to donate, 
and/or volunteer. Thank you for your support…and please spread the word. 

Bollin M. Millner, Jr.  
Immediate Past President of Circles RVA 
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II. Circles RVA Overview

Circles RVA is the 70th chapter of Circles USA. Circles RVA is a non-profit organization dedicated 
to breaking the cycle of poverty in the greater Richmond area. Circles RVA follows the Circles USA 
model which focuses on Circle Leaders, individuals or families who want to move from surviving 
to thriving economically. A Circle Leader is someone whose income is at 150% or below the 
Federal Poverty guideline and who wants to make a change. Circle Leaders meet for about 12 
weeks of training which includes setting SMART goals, budgeting, stress management, 
assertiveness training and negotiating skills. At the end of the training, Circle Leaders have 
specific goals for achieving economic stability and present these goals at a graduation ceremony. 
Circle Leaders are then matched with two Allies who walk with the Circle Leader as they work to 
achieve their goals of economic stability. 

A Circle Ally is a volunteer who is an intentional friend to the Circle Leader and is there for the 
Circle Leader on their journey to economic stability. Circle Allies attend training to ensure that 
the Circle Leader remains the driver and center of the change process. As a result, the Circle Ally 
offers emotional support when needed, shares life goals and experiences, and only when asked, 
gives advice. The Circle Ally meets at least twice a month with their Circle Leader as part of that 
intentional friendship. Circle Allies have a unique opportunity to work closely with an individual 
or family, build a meaningful relationship across class lines and witness the impact of change first 
hand. 

The Big View component of Circles looks outside the immediate Circle to the community. The Big 
View identifies systemic barriers to overcoming poverty and explores ways to break those 
systemic barriers. 

The Children’s Program curriculum aligns with the content of the Circle Leader training and is 
interactive and developmentally appropriate for each of four age groups. 

III. The Year in Review

Circles RVA spent the first half of 2018 completing its planning and organization. Volunteers 
served on the Community Resource Team (which includes the Children’s Program), Service 
Resource Team, Recruitment, Jobs and Education and Big View Resource Teams. These teams 
met bi-weekly to ensure that the structure, links to the community and volunteers were in place. 
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In February, two board members attended Hands-On Training (“HOT”) training in Indianapolis. 
Armed with questions, they returned from HOT training with priorities, tips and launch advice 
from Circles USA and other Circles sites. 

The Recruitment and Planning Teams hosted several presentations to recruit volunteers and 
Allies. The Recruitment Team also reached out to community partners for the first Circle Leaders 
class. As part of its mission, the Recruitment Team developed the flyers and applications for Circle 
Leaders and Circle Allies including What Is Circles?, Becoming a Circle Leader, and Becoming a 
Circle Ally. These documents, as well as Leader and Ally applications, can be found at 
www.CirclesRVA.org under “Get Involved.” 

The Service Resource Team gathered a group of committed people with different and diverse 
connections to services in Richmond - from formal social services, to informal supports, to faith-
based ministries. Using the list of key community resources and contact people compiled by the 
Service Resource Team, Circles RVA has been able to assist our Leaders and Allies with referrals 
to rental assistance, low-income housing options, food resources during a time of scarcity as well 
as low-cost furnishings for a new home.  The Service Resource Team looks forward to being able 
to bring together some of our key community partners to better inform the group in 2019. 

The Community Resource Team planned, organized and staffed the Tuesday meetings with 
volunteers and meals. In March, the Community Resource Team provided the meal for the 
Ashland Circles’ chapter and gained experience in meal logistics for a crowd and meeting flow. 
The Team also planned the flow of the Tuesday evening meetings with volunteers to ensure that 
Leaders, children, Allies and other volunteers were welcomed and fed. 

The Children’s Program Team reviewed the Circles USA children’s curriculum which aligns with 
Circles Leaders’ training. They also drew up a manual for the children’s volunteers, stressing child 
safety and adult accountability and arranged for background checks. The Children’s Program 
Coordinator gathered materials for each week’s lesson, so teachers are ready to go when they 
walk into their classrooms. 

August, 2018 

Circles RVA went live and launched its first Circle Leader class. Except for weather, Circles RVA 
meets weekly on Tuesday at Grace & Holy Trinity Church for dinner at 6 p.m. followed by the 
weekly program, which starts at 7 p.m. and ends at 8 p.m.  
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Circle Leaders, their children and Circle volunteers meet for dinner and sharing of new and good 
news. Volunteer cooks greet the community and assist with serving.  Dinner is a time for lively 
conversation and catching up.  

After dinner, the Leaders engage in their training while their children participate in the children’s 
program. 

The Circle Leaders study skills and attitudes essential to move from surviving to thriving. Over 
that time, they develop supportive relationships with each other, identify personal goals using 
the S.M.A.R.T. approach and learn budgeting basics and self-care techniques. 

About fifteen children participate in the children’s programming, ranging from age one to twelve. 
Children are divided into four groups, based on age groups suggested by Circles USA. The 
children’s curriculum is interactive and developmentally appropriate. 

Each classroom has a Lead Teacher, an adult with experience with education who pledges to 
attend every week to provide consistency and build a relationship with the children. The Lead 
Teachers are assisted by students from the Virginia Commonwealth University’s ASPiRE program, 
a living-learning program which promotes community engagement through academic 
coursework and co-curricular experiences.  Other volunteers joined from organizations who 
support Circles RVA and through HandsOn RVA.  

September, 2018 

The first Big View meeting addressed unconscious bias. Segregation and racial inequity play an 
important role in the poverty dynamics in the city of Richmond. The Big View team thought that 
addressing these issues from the onset was key to ensuring Circles is successful in Richmond. In 
September, more than fifty Circles Leaders, Allies, and community members participated in a 
session on “Understanding Cultural Diversity and Hidden Bias.” Matthew Freeman and Ebony 
Walden led the group through interactive activities to (1) learn about each other and expand 
awareness of cultural diversity and (2) better understand and uncover unconscious biases which 
influence our perception of ourselves, each other, and our community.  

October, 2018 

The Circles community formally welcomed the Circle Allies, as they started their training. Dinner 
is an opportunity for Circle Leaders and Circle Allies to get to know each other. Circle Leaders and 
Allies are not matched yet, but dinner provides an opportunity to explore common interests and 
friendship chemistry. 
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After dinner, the Circles community now breaks into three program groups: Leader Training, Ally 
Training and the children’s program. 

November, 2018 

Circles RVA’s celebrates the graduation of its first cohort of Circle Leaders. Circle Leaders shared 
their personal vision boards with the audience. It was apparent to everyone attending that our 
Circle Leaders are courageous, hopeful, determined, and grateful for the role of providence in 
their lives.  

Shanteny, a Circle Leader graduate and part of the first Leader cohort, delivered an inspiring and 
motivational speech at the graduation ceremony. Part of her message of gratitude, perseverance, 
and vision for the future follows: 

Today is a good day to celebrate achievements. Everyone here has been able to 
achieve a goal, whether we consider it small or large, it does not make a difference. 
What matters is that we accomplished it… and we graduated! 

My vision board starts with the importance of family ties or social/community 
network. It takes a village to create stable homes. I like the phrase: “a family that 
prays together stays together…” I would also like to add, that a family that works 
together stays together.” It is important to socially interact and share highs and 
lows because that is what strengthens relationships. No matter how bad it looks, 
family is the core of a society. So, my vision is to strengthen my family to the point 
that it can withstand the turbulences in life in addition to having a strong support 
system to secure our roots. 

I am a work in progress, and I know it will take some specific steps to achieve more 
success. For instance: credit and debt management. This is one of the areas I would 
like to work with my Ally. I also would like to write a book and improve my 
technological skills. 

I could tell you more, but I have to share my thunder… so thank you for listening! I 
appreciate all the efforts made to make our journey pleasant. I couldn’t have made 
it without my village members at Circle RVA, Grace and Holy Trinity Church, and 
many other partners. 
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December, 2018 

Circles RVA and Good Shepherd Baptist Church hosted the highly acclaimed community action 
poverty simulation where participants role-played the lives of low-income families over the 
course of a month to better understand the challenges of living in poverty. Fifty-five folks 
participated and left with a better understanding of how complex and interconnected issues of 
poverty really are. It encouraged community participants to bridge the gap from misconception 
to understanding.  

Participants took on the roles of members of different families, all facing a variety of challenging, 
but typical, circumstances. The families had to obtain food, shelter and other basic necessities 
via various community resources during four 15-minute “weeks.” Many Circle Leaders played the 
roles of resource providers in the community which brought first-hand experience to the 
exercise.  

Iris, a Circle Leader, played the role of a rent and mortgage collector. During the poverty 
simulation, she changed her behavior to depict an authentic situation, as described below.  

My experience from the poverty simulation was that I found it difficult to be my 
normal self (sweet and kind hearted), while playing the role of a rent and mortgage 
collector. In the beginning, while I was collecting money, only one person asked me 
for a payment receipt. At that moment, I realized that I could stiff people out of 
their money, if I chose to, because they couldn’t prove without a receipt that they 
had paid. That possibility made me think, maybe I should put a spin on things to 
make the simulation a little more like real life poverty, where people come across 
dishonest landowners or slumlords who take advantage of you. So, I chose to evict 
a few of the families in poverty, even though they had paid their rent or mortgage 
to me. 

One family, who I offered to collect only a portion of the rent, paid me in full. I 
forgot about this and evicted them. When the father came to complain, I realized 
that even though he had upstanding character and had paid me in full, the fact 
that I had so many other families to deal with, I forgot to consider that action on 
his part. Even though he had built a rapport with me, I treated him like everyone 
else who didn’t ask for a receipt. I felt crushed about evicting his family and 
returned their belongings and apologized.  
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After I had ripped off almost every family during the simulation, I realized that you 
hurt yourself when you hurt others. One woman came to me after she had been 
evicted to ask that I recognize her rent payment, which I remembered her making. 
I acted as if I didn’t recall. I told her that I had no record of her payment just as she 
was pointing to my notes saying, “You wrote it down right there.” Feeling a bit 
defeated, I asked if she had a receipt and she said, “YOU DIDN’T GIVE ME ONE!” I 
told her, “Because you didn’t ask for one.” For me to stand on that broken truth 
that she didn’t ask for a receipt, made me feel terrible inside. Knowing I ripped her 
off and that there was nothing she could do about it - it hurt me as much as it hurt 
her. I think it hurt me more to pretend that I wasn’t hurt, fully aware this woman 
knew I was lying to her. I made a little promise to myself in real life to always be 
fair and to not take advantage of others, even if you can, because you’ll hurt 
yourself in the process. 

The poverty simulation was a powerful, interactive immersion experience that opened many eyes 
and encouraged participants to get involved and become better advocates for those living in 
poverty.  

Coming Up in 2019 

Since graduation, Leaders and Allies have been spending time getting to know each other better 
so they could indicate who they’d like to pair with. This process will culminate in a matching 
ceremony on January 8th (delayed due to weather) when Leaders learned which Allies will journey 
with them over the next 18 months or more. Each participant will be given a puzzle piece and 
asked to find the “match” which completes the puzzle. Leaders will meet with their Allies, explain 
their goals for reaching economic stability and begin the journey of friendship together.  

IV. Grateful Thanks to Supporters of Circles RVA 

Circles RVA relies on faithful and generous support of organizations, foundations, individual 
donors and local fundraising efforts as well as countless volunteer hours that make Circles RVA 
possible. 

A. Organizations and Foundations 

The following organizations are founding visionaries of Circles RVA. These organizations sustain 
Circles RVA through their financial support, volunteers and/or community resources. The Circles 
RVA community is deeply grateful for their continued support. 
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Boulevard Methodist Church 

Good Shepherd Baptist Church 

Grace & Holy Trinity Church 

Metropolitan Health Foundation 

Central RVA Region (Episcopal Diocese of 
Virginia) 

Richmond Friends Meeting 

Sixth Mount Zion Baptist Church 

St James Episcopal Church 

St. Paul's Episcopal Church 

B. Individual Donors 

Circles RVA relies on the generosity of individuals who donate their time, talent and treasure to 
help Circles RVA break the cycle of poverty in Richmond.  

Circle RVA gratefully acknowledges the generous financial support of the following individuals in 
2018. 

Stephen Batsche* 

Mathew Benson 

Verna Boos 

James and Susan Mize Cain 

Betsy Cobb 

Lisa and Phil Dawson 

Ashley Hall* 

Sarah and Jonathan Hastings 

Dan Herlihy 

Bill Hopkins 

In Honor of Frances Roberts and Vanessa 
Johnson 

In Honor of Christina Mastroianni* 

In Honor of Kim Vullo 

In Honor of Katherine Whitney 

In Memory of V. Vullo 

Wayne K. and Robin Johnson Jr. 

Jay and Arlene Lerner 

Mary Lietman 

Mary Lindert* 

Adrian* and Page Luxmoore 

Dawn McNamara* 

Bollin Millner* 

Beth Nelson 

Albert Niemoller 

Christine Olson-Vickers 

Sarah Kye Price 

Cynthia Proctor 

Daniel and Mary Raper 

Joel and Val Reinford 

Malcolm* and Nan Ellen Ritsch 

Jasmine Rodwell 

Nancy Trego 

Kimberly Vullo* and Paul Benson 

Vicki Warren 

Janet White 

Katherine Whitney 

Mary Denny Wray 
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*Members of the Board of the Directors in 2018 

C. Providers of Tuesday Meals 

Circles RVA gives wholehearted thanks to the following individuals and groups who provided 
nourishing and delicious meals to the Circle community in 2018. 

Molly Howle 

First Mennonite Church 

Richmond Area Deacons (Episcopal Diocese of Virginia) 

Katherine Whitney and Friends 

Dr. Sarah Price's Social Work 311 Class (BSW Students from VCU) 

Kim Vullo and Paul Benson 

Grace and Holy Trinity Episcopal Church Vestry 

Mary Ann and Cary Blankenship 

Central Region (Episcopal Diocese of Virginia) 

Lisa Stassi 

Lisa Dawson 

Dawn McNamara 

Khudsia Hyder 

Leslie Wynn and Ivy Dale Austin 

Frances Roberts and Vanessa Johnson 
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V. Financial Reports 

The following discusses Circles RVA finances for the year ending December 31, 2018. These are 
unaudited financial reports. 

A. Sources of Revenues 

In 2018, Circles RVA recorded revenues of $48,957. Of that, Organizations and Foundations 
contributed 59% of the donations received by Circles RVA. Individuals, including 100% of the 
Board of Directors, were 34% of the donor base. The remainder of the revenue sources were 
local fundraising events including event parking. 

Figure 1 
Sources of Funds 

 

B. Expenses 

Total expenses for Circles RVA for 2018 were $24,920. Program services, including the Circles USA 
franchise fee, staff training, coach fees and expenses for weekly meetings account for about 88% 
of the expenses. Support services such as insurance, corporate filings, web site maintenance and 
phone add to 11% of expenses. Finally, fund raising expenses of fees from donors who use PayPal 
are less than 1% of expenses.  

Organizations & 
Foundations 

59%

Individuals 
34%

Local  
Fundraising 

Events  
7%

Sources of Revenue 2018
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Table 1 
Allocation of 2018 Expenses by Category 

 

C. Income Statement and Comparison with 2017 

As shown in Table 2 below, the income statement for 2018 reflects the launch of the first Circle 
Leader class in August 2018. Expenses increased as the program took hold. At the same time, 
donations increased as donors saw Circles RVA implement its planning with the launch of the first 
Circle Leader class. 

Table 2 
Income Statement 2018 vs. 2017 

 

2018 % of Total
Program Services 21,916.85$ 87.9%
Support Services 2,847.66$   11.4%
Fund Raising Expenses 155.53$      0.6%

Total 24,920.04$ 

5780

1/1/2017- 
12/31/2017

1/1/2018- 
12/31/2018

REVENUE

4000 Contributions, Gifts, Grants etc. $17,899.66 $48,957.00

EXPENSE

5000 Circles Franchise Fee 6,280.00 12,500.00

TOTAL REVENUE $17,899.69 $48,957.00

5200 Corporate Expenses 0.00 1,913.13
5300 Fees for Services (non-employees) 0.00 3,231.25
5310 Pay Pal Fee 0.00 155.53
5450 Occupancy, Rent, Utilities etc. 83.22 500.56
5500 Printing, Publications and Shipping 0.00 399.00
5600 Training, Recruitment and Weekly Meeting 0.00 4,127.15

All Other Expenses 592.72 34.97
5610 Travel 0.00 2,058.45

TOTAL EXPENSE $6,955.94 $24,920.04

NET INCOME $10,943.75 $24,036.96
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D. Balance Sheet Comparison 2017 to 2018 

In 2018, Circles RVA strengthened its balance sheet as shown in Table 3 through fundraising 
efforts in preparation for hiring a chapter coordinator and launching the 2nd and 3rd Leader classes 
in 2019. 

Table 3 
Comparison of Circles RVA Balance Year over Year 

 

 

12/31/2018 Difference
ASSETS

1000 $10,943.75 $34,980.71 $24,036.96

$10,943.75 $34,980.71 $24,036.96

3000

3010 $10,943.75 $34,980.71 $24,036.96
$10,943.75 $34,980.71 $24,036.96

$10,943.75 $34,980.71 $24,036.96

Unrestricted Funds

12/31/2017

Chequing Account

TOTAL Unrestricted Funds

TOTAL ASSETS

LIABILITIES and FUNDS

TOTAL LIABILITIES and FUNDS

General Fund




